
BUTCH CASSIDY DAYS BUCKAROO QUEEN PAGEANT
JUDGES SCORE SHEET

Contestant Number_______________   Judge Number______________________

HORSEMANSHIP

Appearance

 1 Hair out of face, Western attire, including long  5  points ____________
  sleeved shirt, jeans, belt with buckle, boots  Jewelry
  should be limited to earrings. Horse should be well 
  groomed and clean - no points
  for excessive decoration     
Pattern
 
 1 Body Position, Including Seat, Hands, Legs,
  Head and Posture      25  points ____________

 2 Completeness and correctness of pattern
  including lead changes.     50 points ____________   
  (this is the most important element in horsemanship.
  girls who complete the pattern correctly and use correct
  lead changes should outscore those who don’t.)

 3 Equine control ( rider’s ability to maintain control
  or regain control of
  misbehaving horse)      25 points ____________

Interview

 1 Demonstrates  knowledge of equine science    5  points ____________

 2 Ability to mount and dismount Correctly & Safely
  (Ages 10 and up only)       5 points ____________

	 3.	 Poise	and	confidence	 	 	 	 	 	 	5	points	 ____________

Queen’s Run

	 1.	 Friendly,	confident	wave	with	a	big	smile	to	the
  
  audience - Not a salute - uses all of arena and maintains

  control. Hat stays on. (quick but not dangerously fast)  5 points ____________

 
 
 
     TOTAL HORSEMANSHIP   (125 poss) ____________

          



BUTCH CASSIDY DAYS BUCKAROO QUEEN PAGEANT
JUDGES SCORE SHEET

Contestant Number_______________   Judge Number______________________

PERSONAL INTERVIEW (Ages 11-13 only - Younger girls will have interview in the arena)

Appearance
 
	 1	 Clothing		-	is	up	to	date,	neat	clean	and	fit	well.	
  Type of material should have no bearing on score.   5 points ____________

 2 Dress Boots or Ropers worn with dresses. 
  Boots well polished and bottom blackened.   5 points ____________   
 
 3 Makeup is age appropriate and accents features.  5 points ____________

 4 Hair is clean, styled neatly and attractive.     5 points ____________

	 5	 Hat	is	shaped	and	style	flatters	contestant.		 	 	
	 	 	Colors	that	match	outfit	are	acceptable.	 	 	 5	points	 ____________

 6 Contestants should always wear a belt and buckle.   5 points ____________
  Jewelry should be appropriate but not necessarily western.     

          
Personality

	 1	 Pleasant,	friendly,	relaxed,	poised,	sincere	and	confident	 5		points	 ____________

 2 Ability to converse      5  points ____________

 3 Demonstrates knowledge of rodeo     
  its history, rules and current events    10 points ____________

 4 Demonstrates knowedge of local history and   
  current events (local and nationally)    10 points ____________

       

       TOTAL INTERVIEW (60 poss) ____________

          


